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In [4, Theorem X7.11 it is shown that if a partial 
function can be realized by a (nondeterministic) finite 
state a-transducer, then it can also be realized by a 
(deterministic) generalized bimachine (introduced in 
[l 11). Thus the generalized bimachines compute pre- 
cisely all partial functions which are realizable by 
a-transducers. It can easily be shown that instead of a 
generalized bimachine (which roughly cbonsists of two 
deterministic sequential machines working in oppo- 
site directions on the input string) one can also take a 
deterministic gsm with regular look-ahead, i.e. a deter- 
ministic generalized sequential machine whose moves 
are determined also in the basis of whether or not the 
rest of the input string belongs to certain regular lan- 
guages (cf. [3]). In this note we generalize this result 
to tree traxducers [ 12,9,8,2,5,6] and show that for 
tree transducers the role of the generalized bimachine 
is played by the deterministic top-down tree trans- 
ducer with regular look-ahl:ad (abbreviated to dt’-fst), 
introduced in [6]. In particular we prove that if ai 
partial function of trees can be realized by any finite 
sequence of (bottom-up OI top-down) nondetermi- 
nistic tree transducers, then it can also be realized by 
Q dt’-fst. This implies that every string function ob- 
twined fron a sequence of tree transducers by con- 
sidering yieids, is a generalized syntax-dlirected trans- 
lation, 2s defined in [I]. 
it sezms to be open whether the composition of 
n + 1 tree transdlucers is more powerful than that of 
n tree transducers (for ranges this is conjectured in 
[8]). The above result shows that it is not true for 
partial functions. Thus, examples to prove the hier- 
archy proper are necessarily relations which are not 
hnctions. 
We adopt the notation and terminology of [5] 
and [6$. We recall that both finite state tree trans- 
ducers and the tree transformations they realize, are 
called fst. The composition of relations R 1 and R2 is 
RI oRP= {‘(a, c>l(a, b)ER, 
‘and (b, c)ER2 for some b}, 
and the domain of R 1 is 
dom(Rr) = (a 1 (a, bE RI for some b). 
In tie following lemma the basic construction is 
given. 
Lemma. For each top-down fst T there exists a deter 
ministic top-down fst T’ with rqulat look-ahead 
such that T’ G Tand dom(T’) = dam(T). 
Proof. ‘We h.ave to find a dt’-fst T’ which for each 
input tree t computes one of the possible output 
trees that T produces from t. The idea of the proof 
is simply to order rules of T with the same left-hand 
side; whenever several of these rules are applicable by 
T (and this can be checked by regular look-ahead), 
T’ will apply the fust of the applicable rules in the 
given order The formal construction is as follows. 
Let T = ( & A, Q, Qd, R >. We may assume that 
Qd = (& for some cl0 E Q. For each p E Q, let 3@) 
denote the !-fst ( X, A, Q, (p}, R); thus T = T(qo). 
Note that dorr:(T@)) E RECOG [9]. We construct 
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T’ = <C, A, Q, (qe}y R’) as Mows. set22 If& Q Tz ‘0 --• 0 Tn 0 f is a p&.&l ficnction 
Consider q E Q and 10 E & (n 3 0), and let 
q(&ci l . . x,)) 4 q, . ..) q(u(iK 1 . . . xn)) + I-& 
with ri E TA [Q(XJ] be all rules in R U&II left-hand 
side q(u(~r .. . x,)), ordered from 1 to k. These riles 
will be changed into rules of R’ (with left-hand side 
q(u@r . . . x,))) as follows. First we define for each& 
1 Qi < k, a mapping Dj : X,, + RECOG by 
D&C,) = n {dom(7@))@&) occurs in li) 
for 1 GiSii(in p~~~Ular,afnop~i)OCCUrsinri, 
then L+&l> = TX). Thus, if tf E Q@f) for all i (1 G 
i < n), then we know that the computation 
can be finished successfully by T (and vice versa). 
Next we define a mapping Ds : X,, --+ RECOG for 
each boolean n X k matrix s (i.e. S~J is either 0 or 1 
for all i and i, 1 G i G n, 1 Qi G k). Intuitively s~,~ 
indicates whether or not a tree is in L$&i). Formally, 
for 1 < i < n, D&f) is the intersection of 
and 
fl {Dj(xf)’ I qi = 0, 1 6i c k) , 
where c denotes complement w.r.t. Tc. By definition, 
for each q E Q and a E C,, R’ contains all ruIes (with 
regular look-ahead) (q(u(x r . . . xn)) + ri(~), 4,) where 
f(s) is the fast number / (1 G i G k) such that si,i = 1 
for all i (1 < i 9; n); if no such number exists, then 
there is no rule corresponding to s. This means that, 
for given look-ahead D,, T’ picks the fust rule of T 
for which it knows that the computation can be 
f&shed successfully. Note that for all rl, . . . . tn E Tx 
there exists s such that tf ED,&) for all i, 1 < i < n; 
hence all possibilities ,are taken into ao:ount. Note 
also that if sl J: s2 then Ds, and L& are non-over- 
lapping in the sense that Dsr (&) n Dsz (xi) = 0 for 
some i, 1 Q i < n; hence T’ is deterministic (see 
DeBnition 2.5 of It;]). It should now be clear that T’ 
satisfies the requirements of the lemma. q 
eorem. Let T1, . . . . Tn be top-down or bomm-up 
fst, such that T1 has input alphabet 2 and Tn output 
alphabet A Let f be a mapping porn T,A+ in to some 
Proof. By the Idecomposition results of [fS] it may be 
assumed that all Ti are top-down fst. It may also be 
assumed that each Ti only produces trees that are in 
the domain of Ti+l * . . . 0 Tn 0 f: In fact, this domain 
can be recognized by a finite tree automaton (Lemma 
1.2 of f6]) and TiFST 0 M‘A C, T-FST (:see for 
instance the proof of Lemma 2.10(l) of [6] for the 
case of ‘triviai? look-ahead). 
Let, for 1 :G i < n, T; denote the dt%t corre- 
sponding to ZPi as in the previous lemma. It should be 
clear from the above assumption and’thle fact that 
T1 0 U. 0 Tn ‘0 fis a partial function, tha1.t 
Tl o-•-o,T,of=T;o-•-oT:,of, 
Since DTR4’ST is dosed under composition (Theorem 
2.11 of [6]), there is a To E DT*-FST such thaa 
&., = T; o 0.. o TA, and hence Tl 0 . . . 0 Tn 0 f = 
T*“f: 0 
We now discuss ome applications of thin theorem. 
(1) Taking f to be the identity on Th, the theorem 
shows that DT*-FST equals the class of partial f%nc- 
tions that can be realized by computations of (bottom- 
up or topdown) ftite stat3 tree transformations. 
Note that each dt’-fst is: the composition of a db-fst 
with a dtbfs+ (Theorem 2.6 of [6]). 
(2) T.akimg f to be the yield function Ta + A& the 
theorem concerns partial tree to strin;g functions. 
Consider a partial string to string function g : Xi + A6 
such that 
g = {(yield(ti), yield(t2)) I ( tl, t$ E I”~ 0 l ** 0 7’,J 
. for certain fst Tr, . . . . Tn. It clearly follows from the 
theorem that there exists a dt’-fst To such that 
g = {<yield&), yield(t& I ( tl, t2) E ToI. 
Using a slight variant of Theorem 2.6 of [6] it is easy 
to show that there exist a recognizatrle tree language 
R and a dt-fst Tk such that 
g = ((yield(tl), yield(Q) I ( tl, t2) E T’A and ti E R) . 
Since each recognizable tree language isthe prDjt3ction 
of the set of derivation trees of a context-free gram- 
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ma [12] and since dt-E’st are strongjy related to the 
generalized syntaxdirected translations (433X) of 
[1], it can nqweasily be shown that g is so GSDT (~4: 
al&the remarks on pa,ge 442 of [I:]). Since the 
reverse also holds, this shows that GSDT equals the 
class of all partial functions of the J&II ((yield&), 
yield&y 1 (tl, tz) E TI 0 0.. 0 TJ for fst TI, . . . . lip,. 
(3) !3uppose now that the input trees to TI 0 l e* 0 Tn 
aft? &fiWtiOR trees Of j?rograms in il programming 
language with context-free syntax, ;md that the out- 
put trees are (structured).programs in ome object 
code. Ftiz each t E TA, let f(t) denote the input/out- 
put behaviour of the object code t (or any other 
desired semantics). Usually one requires that each 
input &rivation tree h3s unique seamtics, i.e. that 
T! 0 l ** 0 Tn 0 fis a partial function. The theorem 
shows the exis&ence of one dt’-fst 710 which defines 
the same semantics a3 Tl 0 l Q Tn. Thus, aslongas 
the semamtics remains unique, the theorem allows us 
to use nondeterminism and an arbitrary member of 
passes in the generatim of the object code. 
(4) FJD)TOL system [lo] may be viewed as 
(d)t-fst with monadic input trees (see [7]). Taking 2 
monadic, n = 1 and_+ yield, the thlzorem shows that 
if an ETOL system has the property that each se- 
quence of tables can 0nJy generate one string, then it 
has an equivalent EDTOi system. 
(5) We finally note that if both 2: and B are mona- 
dic ranked alphabets :mdfis the identity, ithen the 
theorem shows the fazt mentioned a.t he beginning 
of this note: each nor~deterministic ;Mrar&ucer that 
computes 8 partial function, can be simulated by a 
deterministic gsm with regular look&read. 
1 thank Giora Slutzki fsr suggesting the topic of 
this paper. 
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